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Review No. 85964 - Published 27 Oct 2008

Details of Visit:

Author: razor10
Location 2: Main Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 25 Oct 2008 1115
Duration of Visit: 25
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Leanne's
Phone: 01159729782

The Premises:

Discreet entrance off Main Street in grotty alleyway. Door ringer on wall and once inside the
staircase is a "work in progress" DIY site. However, once in the bedroom on 1st floor, it is clean and
well decorated with a double bed. Plenty of parking either in nearby Tesco or DIY store.

The Lady:

Emma is as described in other FR's; petite pretty blond with specs, C cup and shaven in her late
20's. A super sexy minx with a warm personality.

The Story:

Arrived at opening time of 1030 but no reply. Eventually after nearly giving up, Emma replied to
phone call and let me in. It was worth the wait in the bedroom as she got ready elsewhere. ?40 for
full service is simply brilliant value for money and Emma didn't just go through the motions. She
genuinely was eager to please.She entered the room wearing fishnet hold-ups, bra and knickers.
What a picture! Started off with an oil massage of buttocks, perineum and balls then over on front
for massage of cock and covered BJ. Had to be careful not to cum but she is very expert.
Requested pussy show which she willingly and enthusiastically undertook having thrown off her
knickers. Fingers deep in her shaven pussy, all pink, wet and gaping.
I was offered number of positions but choose mish. Having got so worked up didn't last as long as I
would have wished but will definitively be back for more. She is highly recommended.
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